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Abstract. The RescueModel project is a vehicle for research into multi-
agent systems, architectures, and strategies. It builds on the theoretical,
practical, and experimental base of a decade of beliefs-desires-intentions
(BDI) agent systems development. This paper describes a project that
will bring together the environmental richness found usually in large scale
military operations research simulations with the architectural richness
of agent models often researched in universities. Proposed applications
of RescueModel include search and rescue and disaster response studies.

1 Introduction

The scenario is large scale bush�res and �re �ghting in the Australian environ-
ment. This is currently studied in human decision making and human-in-the-loop
(H-I-L) simulation [8]. The RescueModel complements the RoboCup-Rescue sim-
ulator [7].

Several �re modelling systems exist. They include the Experimental Knowl-
edge Systems Laboratory's Phoenix system [2] for Yellowstone National Park.
La Trobe University's networked FireChief program has been used by Australia
Defence Science and Technology Organisation's (DSTO's) Information Technol-
ogy Division to study command and control issues [8]. CSIRO has developed a
system called SiroFire [4], a physical model of �re perimeter spread.

Some aspects of each of these approaches are incorporated into the Rescue-
Model framework [1]. For instance, CSIRO's SiroFire simulator is being inte-
grated as a physical model. However, in SiroFire the cultural features like roads,
tracks and railways, and certain natural features such as rivers and creeks are
displayed but not used in calculating the �re spread. If researchers are interested
in collaboration and commitment studies in the context of �re �ghting tactics for
instance, these features become centrally important. Equally important is three-
dimensional visualisation from the point of view of each agent. Thus a polymor-
phic representation of agent friendly features is required. In other words, there is
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a need for a representation containing polygon information for scene rendering,
and also feature labels which agents can reason about.

The main drawback to many of the above �re approaches is that the rep-
resentation of the environment is not accessible to agents in a structured way.
In operational simulations of other domains, such as military operations, it has
proved bene�cial to clearly de�ne activity in the simulation in terms of an agent
model. Such agent systems have proven valuable for operational simulations in
air combat [11].

The simulation infrastructure of RescueModel is a variation of a model devel-
oped by the Defence Science and Technology Organisation of Australia, named
BattleModel. BattleModel was developed as a simulation of military operations,
and used in the tender evaluation of a multi-billion dollar acquisition program.
The simulation infrastructure takes care of legacy code integration issues, tim-
ing and simulation control, and data distribution. Whilst not restricted to agent
models of human operators, BattleModel, and hence RescueModel, has been
designed and constructed with agents in mind. It is a suitable vehicle for the
exploration of agent architecture issues such as: access to the environment [1],
recognition of intention, teams and team-work [3, 6, 10], and command and con-
trol [5].

A number of associated tools handle scenario speci�cation, scenario control,
and visualisation. The BDI agent model has been extended to meet the func-
tional requirements of air combat modelling [11]. Primary amongst these is the
necessity of developing agent models that are understood by the domain experts
whose operational expertise they embody. RescueModel is currently being de-
veloped for the exploration of social issues in agent oriented systems. A design
choice in the construction of RescueModel was to balance the requirements for
semantic and environmental �delity with computational tractability. Relative to
existing computer science testbeds for evaluating agents, such as TileWorld [9],
RescueModel is signi�cantly richer. It is populated with adequate environmental
complexity to study situated social semantics and engineering but has reduced
complexity in the physical world models compared to those currently used by
military simulations.

2 BattleModel

BattleModel implements a simulation framework for the integration of discrete
heterogeneous time-stepped models. These models are \client-server" in the
sense that they are both producers and consumers of data. BattleModel can
be viewed as a set of data channels that are opened between models to facilitate
data communication.

The BattleModel controls the execution thread of the system by \ticking"
its models in a sequence that ensures that client-server data relationships are
maintained. These models are time stepped and increment, dt, is not constrained
and can be dynamically variable. Concepts involved in the operation of the model
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include information servers, server registration, client registration, subscription,
data setting and model wrapping. These key concepts are de�ned in Fig. 1.

Information Servers Information servers provide the conduit through which data is passed
between models.  The Information Servers define and manages the external interfaces of a model.  All
data provided by one model to external elements leaves through an Information Server, all external
data entering the model arrives through an Information Server. Registration Registration prepares the
links to external interfaces used by the model. Models register to information servers, through their
Model Wrapper, as the server or client of the data through an Information Server Manager.

Server Registration A model that provides data through an external interface registers to
the Information Server, through its Model Wrapper, as the server of the data.  For example, an
aerodynamic physical model determines the position (latitude, longitude, altitude) and orientation
(heading, pitch,roll) of an aircraft. There is only one server for a given element of data.For example,
only the aircraft platform physical model can serve the position data for the platform.  The server of the
data is not concerned with the destination of the data.  The Information Server is responsible for
distributing the data to models that have registered as clients of the data. Servers register as providing
current orfuture data.  Current data is relevant for the current simulation time step, future data is
relevant for the following simulation time step.  For example, the pilot model uses current data (own
and target position, orientation, speed, etc) to determine what manoeuvre to execute in the following
simulation time step.

Client Registration A model that requires data through an external interface registers to
the Information Server providing the data, through its Model Wrapper, as the client of the data.  For
example, an aerodynamic physical model requires a manoeuvre command (eg fly to a position) to
update its state.  There may be multiple clients for a given element of data.  For example, the aircraft
position is of interest to many models, including: radar; missile; RWR; ESM; etc.

Subscription While registration provides the links to external data, subscription
indicates when the external data is required.  Only data sets which have been registered to as clients can
be subscribed to.  Each subscription is made with a filter that determines when the data subscribed to is
of interest.  In its simplest form the filter requires the data to be provided on all occasions.  A more
complex filter may be used, for example, by a radar model: If a radar model is range limited the filter
can be defined to only provide target data when the range to a target is less than the range limit for the
radar model.  The filter determines the rate at which a model receives data to which it has subscribed.
The filter reduces the communications bandwidth in the system as only the data that will be used by the
model will be transmitted to the model.

Getting and Setting Data Setting data to and getting data from is the process by which data
enters the model and data exits the model respectively. All input/output to a model are passed through
get/set operations defined by the model.

Model Wrapping In practice there should be minimal impact on existing stand alone
models as the models can be integrated by simply placing interface code before and after the models
top level function call.  Because of this integrating existing models into the Battle Model architecture is
also known as wrapping of the models. The model wrapper is a class that encapsulates the stand-alone
model and the model control, state and interface parameters. It defines the form in which models to be
integrated into the Battle Model Architecture are to be delivered.

Fig. 1. The major concepts of the BattleModel illustrate its general client server na-
ture)
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To ensure that a model is stand-alone its interfaces are well de�ned. The Bat-
tle Model Architecture requires three operations to be de�ned for each model,
namely: init() - for initialising the model in preparation for running the model;
compute() - for running the model for one simulation time step; close() - for clos-
ing and cleaning up all model information. To support the above operations set
operations are required to pass data into the model wrapper and get operations
to obtain data from the model wrapper.

Multiple instances of models may be instantiated in a scenario. Where models
are developed speci�cally for the Battle Model Architecture in C++ the model
and model wrapper are typically on and the same. Existing C++ can be adapted
to the wrapped form by de�ning the appropriate init, compute, close, get and
set operations, and ensuring all interactions between the model and external
environment occur through these interfaces. Where existing models are in a
language other than C++ a wrapper is required to encapsulate the existing
model. Mixed language programming techniques are used to interface the model
to the model wrapper.

The model/architecture interface is illustrated in Fig. 3, that shows the re-
lationship between Information Servers, the Model/Architecture Interface, the
Model Wrapper and Model. The direction of the arrows in Fig. 3 show the direc-
tions in which function calls are made, as described in the caption. This design
also allows simple development of test harnesses for stand-alone models.

3 Fire Disaster Scenarios and Models

Although the BattleModel framework has been used primarily for air combat
studies in support of the Australian military, it is possible to use the frame-
work for other purposes such as RoboCup-Rescue. The RescueModel project
was developed with this in mind. It consists of the BattleModel framework, with
newly developed models suitable for RoboCup-Rescue studies. The RescueModel
framework is intended as a bush�re disaster complement to the o�cial RoboCup-
Rescue simulator, whose primary exploration area is earthquakes. The modular-
ity of the RescueModel framework means that interchanging models will require
less e�ort.

The scenarios currently under investigation involve �re �ghting for the Aus-
tralian environment. RescueModel is a ground breaking initiative because it is
the very �rst one to combine detailed models of the environment with tacti-
cal procedures embodied in agent reasoning. Fire teams might consist of com-
bined aircraft and ground units �ghting widely separated �res in highly dynamic
weather conditions and limited logistic support. There might also be civilians in
need of rescuing. Some areas of investigation which might overlap with RoboCup-
Rescue could be communications di�culties, appropriate distribution of limited
resources, logistics, and risk management. There are also important issues in
human decision making in these environments, whose reaction and decision time
scales are on the order of air combat and modern war-�ghting in general. Refer
to Fig. 2) for details of the RescueModel components.
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Fig. 2. Models are divided into the labelled environment (top left) and reasoning,
sensor and platform models (right and bottom.)
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